Our goal at Reliable Void Forms was to
create a better void form. A Reliable Void
Form that contractors and engineers
could trust when conditions are not
perfect. To do this we had to think outside
the box. We tested different materials
and designs and patented our multi-cone
Molded Pulp Void.

Reliable Void Forms (RVF) relieve
ground swell in two ways:
1. RVF weaken when exposed to moisture.

Wiss, Janney,
Elstner Associates, Inc. (WJE) tested our products
using the same test criteria that our competition used
and in accordance with the test criteria designed by
Foundation Performance Group in Houston, Texas.

2.

RVF cone design allows the soil to expand into the
open space. With only 18% of the form in contact
with the ground the soil can expand around our cones.
Gausul Hasan, M Sc., E.I.T, tested and proved that soil
expands around our form in his thesis study for the
University of Texas San Antonio.

Reliable Void Form benefits:
1. RVF can be used in wet conditions for up to 48
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hours after exposure to moisture. They are not
water proof. They are designed to slow down the
absorption process and remain functional longer.

RVF can be stored outside as delivered, no
trailer rentals.
Our nesting design allows more square
feet per pallet.
Our simple design is easy to install and estimate.
RVF can be cut or broken to fit, no problem.
We stand behind our products. If our forms
are properly installed in accordance with our
instructions and they fail, we have product
liability insurance.

“It is obvious that considerable shortcomings remain with
the conventional paper based void forms. A new type of
corrugated construction product is needed.” Michael Turner
US Patent 2017/0009468.
We agree. Our test results, feedback from industry experts
and enthusiastic customers reinforce our confidence that
Reliable Void Form’s are a better concrete void form.
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